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Felix Pretis

L1 Economics/Politics Undergraduate

Dr Stewart White

University of Glasgow Staff

View of the rainforest from Armadillo Hill
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Expenditure

Return flights, (£750 each for 10 people)

£7500

Accommodation (Quito)

£240

Accommodation (Payamino)

£5500

Flights from Quito to Coca

£640

Food

£2500

Equipment

£500

Total

£16880
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Finances
From October through to early June fundraising took place in order to generate funds.
Each member of the Expedition participated in the organization and execution of such
events. Events organised also acted as an important means of team building within the
group, strengthening the group as a whole.

Income
Personal contributions (£700 each)

£7000

University of Glasgow

£1500

Carnegie Trust

£2000

Soddy Trust

£750

Duke of Edinburgh Trust

£400

RSGS

£200

Donation: Dr Stewart White

£225

People and Planet

£50

Bakesales

£550

Band Night

£500

Salsa Night

£650

Raffles

£500

Car Wash

£175

Bagpacking

£600

Car Boot Sale

£175

Calendar and Card Sales

£400

Pubcrawls

£450

Total

£16900
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Sponsorship of Loreto Students

The girls of the Loreto student eco-tourism programme.

A group of high school students from the local high school in Loretto who were
completing an eco-tourism module, accompanied us on the expedition, translating from
Quechua to Spanish; this also facilitated our acceptance within the local community.
Money raised from the expedition was put towards the sponsorship of 12 undergraduate
students to fund them through their Jungle Guide Diplomas. On completion of their
Diploma the students aim to conduct Eco-Tours within the Sumaco Region of the forest,
as a means of generating income for themselves and for the local community. The Ecotourism initiative aims to produce a team of professionally trained local guides to produce
tours that are personalized, informative, and above all, eco-friendly. Through the English
teaching programme offered on the 2006 expedition, the Loretto students were given the
opportunity to learn basic English that would help them communicate with eco-tourists.
Subsequent expeditions hope to expand on this teaching with a view to assisting the
students with a basic comprehension in English. Collaboratively, it is hoped to produce
an English phrasebook for the local guides as well as exploring British markets for
various local products.
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Miranda Pio, MSc student in Human Rights and International Politics.
As well as teaching English in the two indigenous communities, I conducted some
interviews with the NGO “Derechos Humanos” in the local town of Coca, human rights
activists and members of the indigenous community. My research project will focus on
issues of indigenous rights, corporate power, oil companies and environmental politics.
The future of political and economic development in Ecuador is increasingly tied to the
aspirations for more control voiced by indigenous communities. Massive indigenous
uprisings and strategic political and legal manoeuvres by indigenous leaders have
challenged not only political exclusion but also economic globalization in the region.
Indigenous rights and the new wave of indigenous mobilisation in Latin America
represent a prominent political phenomenon which is now shaping and deeply
influencing Latin Americas’ politics and pushing for new concepts of political identity,
rights, democracy and representation. Thus, the study of these often neglected issues is
fundamental as it will offer a deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the
interconnections between human rights, democracy and the protection of the environment
in an increasingly globalised world.
The research will attempt to examine the emergence of indigenous peoples’ social and
eco-political movements in Ecuador. It will extrapolate the origins of these movements
and the political, economic, environmental and cultural gains achieved by indigenous
peoples. It will also consider the limitations that these movements face in a rapidly
globalizing world.
What seems to be most neglected by scholars when analysing the emergence of
indigenous movements in Latin American politics and the establishment of multicultural
citizenship, is the role of territorial integrity. Land and its associated resources will
continue to be crucial when it comes to Indian-controlled livelihood strategies for the
future, and can only be viewed as an integral and necessary element in the granting of
indigenous peoples’ citizenship rights. Furthermore, the paper will assess the significance
of empowering grassroots organisations in order to improve grassroots economic
development and encourage ecological sustainability.
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Small Research Projects
Leaf-cutter Ant Study

Leaf Cutter Ants Atta cephalotes
Investigated by Theresa Dockery. This was a correlation pilot study to investigate
foraging behaviour in leaf cutter ants. Aspects considered were the foraging range from
the ant nest measured and the times of day at which foraging took place were recorded.
The study took place at the San Jose research site, in a location of cleared forest, where
observations of where the ants were travelling to and from were easy to observe.
This is an area which requires a great deal more research, and as there was unusually high
rainfall this year, less data was able to be collected as the ants would very often not
forage during heavy rain. A crucial aspect which came out of the pilot study was the
chance to practise and validate the techniques that would be used if a further study was to
take place. This project could be fined tuned for the future.
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Results
The Verde Sumaco community showed a greater interest in learning English; class
attendance remained encouragingly high even after school was officially closed for the
holidays. Community members were continually enquiring about words and phrases and
some members even traveled to the village of Loreto to further their learning. Members
of the Payamino community were generally more shy in comparison to Verde Sumaco
members, this was thought to be due to the greater dispersal of houses and less time spent
in the village. Payamino members were found to prefer their “jungle houses” over those
in the village and therefore attendances at classes held in the village were generally low.
The Verde Sumaco school (built with EU aid money), was comparatively larger and
better equipped, a factor that is believed to have favoured the greater success of the
teaching programme in Verde Sumaco. To accommodate this problem, future expedition
hope to introduce updated books and resources to supplement the Payamino School.
With varying levels of fluency, expedition members also benefited form the teaching as it
allowed them to practice their castellaño in a friendly, informal and supportive
environment and in return learnt some Quichua phrases, a native dialect that is not well
documented. A keenness for Eco-tourism was detected from both communities and the
continuance of the teaching programme for further expeditions is thought to be well
received by both villages.
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Teaching

The teaching aspect of the Expedition aimed to provide English lessons to school
children and adults in Payamino and Verde Sumaco communities.
Methods
The teaching was conducted in the mornings and afternoons subsequent to prior
arrangement with community members. Using field-notes, diaries and photographs to
record work conducted in the schools, the subsequent success of individual lessons were
noted and suggestions for further improvements logged upon consultation with group
members.
Due to the variation in English language comprehension, different methods and
techniques were employed for teaching different groups. For example, most of the
children and adults were beginners; however most of the high school students had had
English classes to intermediate level but were initially shy about practicing. Initial efforts
were made to build up trust with community members before teaching was initiated, this
involved expedition members spending time in the community village, getting to know
members of the community. The children in particular were extremely shy but
nethertheless curious, acceptance of expedition members was facilitated through game
playing and football in particular proved very popular with the children in the Verde
Sumaco community
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Myths: There are different Payamino surnames, and different myths of origin:
Cejua come from a hole in the rocks
Begay come from the Anaconda
Poraquilla come from volcanoes
They all meet to form the Payamino tribe.
Payaminos, though they are now Catholic, traditionally believed in tree gods, the thunder
and sky god Rayu, the Anaconda river god, the jungle man and the goddess hui hui. They
used to have big ceremonies to these gods, but this has ceased. People do still believe in
a jungle power – the jungle knows and gives or hides the animals. There was tales of a
forest spirit who would steal people away if you were in the jungle by yourself. Darwin
told a story of how a woman disappeared in the jungle, without leaving footprints and no
other trace of her being in the jungle.
Overall, the anthropology team managed to collect together information about how
people live, work and manage resources in the fragile, bio-diverse rainforest
environment, a complete contrast to the consumer culture of Western Europe. Expedition
members were most impressed by the generosity and friendliness of the communities;
huge efforts were made enabling us to experience a unique way of life within the
rainforest.
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What they plant: yuka plantains, banana used to make chicha for recreational use, coffee
and coca. It was noted that the Verde Sumaco community grew a lot more than the
Payaminos – having big yucca plantations, growing plantains and cultivating cocoa and
coffee plants for sale. People here practice rotation of crops – they clear the land by
machete. One plantation contains approximately 10,000 yucca plants which are used for
eating and for fermenting chichi. Chica is a mildly alcoholic drink and very nutritious; if
they ferment it for a few days it becomes much stronger. People traditionally chewed
yucca for the chicha to break it down, but nowadays people would mash the yucca up
instead by hand.
Hunting: For the Payaminos they hunt only in one area, close to trees in the jungle. This
is because as the animals go to the trees to eat the seeds, usually being hunted between
5am – 7.30am and 6pm- 8pm. Agouti, paca, armadillo, jungle pig are all hunted – mostly
using jungle traps not blowpipes. In amongst rotten trees, thick white maggots are
collected as a delicacy – people collect and eat them raw or roasted, and are highly
nutritious for the villagers due to their high protein content. As many of the community
have their own chickens, they do not need to go on hunting expeditions normally more
than once per month.
Travelling: It takes two weeks to build a canoe. Only certain tree types can be used for
that. It is the young men that learn how to build canoes, and takes about 8 people to
transport the canoe to the river. 80% of people go to Coca to buy things and come back. It
is seen as a symbol of wealth if you have an engine for your canoe, and most canoes
observed along the river used a simple punting-style technique to travel along the river.
Health Care: Shaman drinks ayahuasca – hallucinogenic plant extract to contact the
jungle spirits, done prior to hunting or in the event of illness or before a big decision. It
was noted that before the Glasgow University Expedition was permitted to arrive in the
jungle, Darwin Garcia had to ask the Payamino community’s shaman was it acceptable to
bring foreigners into the jungle and let us live with them. The shaman took a
hallucinogenic extract, and concluded (fortunately) that it was a good thing for us to
come into the jungle. There is no trained doctor in the Verde Sumaco Community, which
is considered a big problem. It is especially a problem with snake bites and with women
giving birth. One man told us, slightly embarrassed, that he would like the contraceptive
pill for his wife who already had 8 children, and he is worried about her health of having
another child. Medical attention in Verde Sumaco is very expensive; people have to go to
Coca - the nearest place to find a doctor. Contraception is not available here; it’s also
very expensive. It was found out that people want the construction of a health centre in
these communities.
Power Struggle: If a new shaman is not appointed there are potential for feuds. 10 years
ago, when the shaman died having not appointed a new shaman there was a power
struggle during which 2 potential shaman contenders were killed. A great depth of
knowledge for the jungle and the medicinal plants they contain is required in order to be
consired as a shaman. In general, women cannot compete to be a shaman, but are often
very knowledgable in medicinal plants.
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Anthropological Research

Our team of six anthropology/teaching students aimed to combine fair-trade studies,
language teaching and research on human rights; these were complementary to the
scientific programme carried out by the zoological team. This meant that local guides
could communicate with the scientific team. They decided to collect information on local
people’s means of subsistence in order to assess how future economic interventions might
impact on their way of life and the environment. A number of interesting results came
out of the interviews with the local community members:
Customs & Culture: Most women marry when they are 15, some when they are 17 or 18.
The father of the son agrees with the daughter’s father about the marriage to be arranged neither son nor daughter can decide. Once married they cannot divorce, and if they refuse
to marry their chosen spouse, they can never get married. There is a special list of what
one family has to give to the other, symbolising an element of ‘brideweath’. Very often
these are items of bushmeat, building materials and animals.
Anniversaries of when the village was first constructed along with other traditional
celebrations was also discussed. One of the old men of the village commented that “The
customs and celebrations have changed a lot – the culture is disappearing. It’s very sad –
the young people don’t know how to make a jungle party with traditional instruments;
now they use records. The traditional instruments they used before included galas [made
from eagle bones]. The young people change. In earlier times women had special clothes
and seed jewellery, but not now anymore. The shaman still teaches people who are
interested – this may not necessarily be his own son. Before the culture was better than
now; young people are not interested to learn about the culture. I think that school
teachers should teach traditions.”
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Species

Common Name

Ardea cocoi

Cocoi Heron

Egretta thula
Egretta caerulea
Butorides striatus
Ortalis guttata
Columba plumbea
Lophostrix cristata

Snowy Egret
Little Blue Heron
Striated Heron
Speckled Chachalaca
Plumbeous Pigeon
Crested Owl

Nyctibius grandis
Hydropsalis climacocerca
Trogon violaceus
Trogon curucui
Monasa flavirostris

Great Potoo
Ladder-tailed Nightjar
Amazonian Violaceous Trogon
Blue-crowned Trogon
Yellow-billed Nunbird

Pteroglossus castanotis
Dryocopus lineatus
Xiphocolaptes
promeropirhynchus
Pygiptila stellaris
Myrmeciza fortis
Rhynchocyclus olivaceus
Tyrannopsis sulphurea
Turdus lawrencii

Chestnut-eared Aracari
Lineated Woodpecker

Stelgidopteryx ruficollis
Campylorhynchus turdinus
Troglodytes aedon
Dacnis cayana
Tangara mexicana
Tangara chilensis
Sporophila castaneiventris
Icterus chrysocephalus

Strong-billed Woodcreeper
Spot-winged Antshrike
Sooty Antbird
Olivaceous Flatbill
Sulphury Flycatcher
Lawrence's Thrush
Southern Rough-winged
Swallow
Thrush-like Wren
House Wren
Blue Dacnis
Turquoise Tanager
Paradise Tanager
Chestnut-bellied Seedeater
Moriche Oriole

Status (Ridgely & Greenfield)
Uncommon to locally fairly
common
Uncommon to locally very
common
Fairly common to common
Uncommon to locally common
Uncommon to fairly common
Fairly common
Uncommon
Uncommon to locally fairly
common
Uncommon to fairly common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Uncommon and local
Uncommon to locally fairly
common
Uncommon to fairly common
Uncommon and local
Uncommon to fairly common
Uncommon to fairly common
Rare to locally uncommon
Rare to uncommon and local
Uncommon
Uncommon to locally common
Fairly common to common
Common and widespread
Fairly common to common
Fairly common to common
Fairly common to common
Common and widespread
Uncommon and local

References
Greenfield, P. J., and Ridgely, R. S. 2001. The Birds
of Ecuador: Field Guide Vol 1 & 2, Helm field guides,
Christopher Helm Publishers Ltd.
Ridgely, R.S., and Tudor, G. 1989. The Birds of South
America. Volume 1: The Oscine Passerines.
University of Texas Press, Austin, Texas, USA.
Ridgely, R.S. and Tudor,G. 1994. The Birds of South
America. Volume 2: The Suboscine Passerines.
University of Texas Press, Austin, Texas, USA.
Wire-tailed Manakin Pipra filicauda
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breeding ranges of less than 50, 000km2. an area supporting at least 2 of these restricted
range species is identified as an EBA, a place where global extinctions are likely to occur
unless the habitat can be protected (Wege and Long 1995). 9 of these EBAs lie partially
or wholly within Ecuador. In addition 50 Key Areas the most important places for
globally threatened bird species in the neo-tropics (Wege and Long 1995), have been
identified in Ecuador.
In summary, Ecuador has an extensive, valuable avifauna much of which is under threat.
The more that is known about it, the more able we will be able to protect it for future
generations to enjoy.
Avian Survey
Sumaco reserve is a newly created reserve in an area in relatively undisturbed lowland
rainforest in the Napo Lowlands region of Ecuador at approx 77 10’W, 025’S. Mistnetting and visual observations were conducted during late June, early July 2006. The
first aim was to continue with the work done in previous Glasgow expeditions in
compiling a species list for the area, the second to continue the capture-recapture study
that started in 2000. The third important aspect of the work was to generate further
ecological information for our local contact Darwin Garcia.
Methodology
Mist-netting was conducted at 3 sites: San Jose- Payamino, close to the Rio Payamino;
Begay, further downstream; Verde Sumaco – the latter two sites of which had never been
previously studied. 6 18m by 2.5m, 33mm mesh-size mist-nets were erected each day
between 0600 hours and 1230. Visual observation was conducted informally throughout
the day. All identifications were made using references books on South American
avifauna. (Ridgely and Tudor, 1989, 1994; Ridgely and Greenfield, 2001 a, b).

Results
A total of 76 bird species were captured, and many more species observed or recognized
by the call 28 of which were new species known to the areae, taking the overall species
list for the area to 242. A paper on the first five years of the bird survey in Payamino is
nearing completion. The 2006 expedition experienced uncharacteristically high rainfall in
comparison to previous years, meaning fewer days could be spent mist-netting as this
would have endangered the birds’ welfare. Consequently fewer birds were caught this
year than in others.

The following were recorded as new additions in 2006 to the species list from 2000 to
present.
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Ornithological Survey of Sumaco Reserve

White-fronted Nunbird Monasa morphoeus

The Neo-tropics
The neo-tropical regions have been long recognized as supporting a high level of
biological diversity. Of the worlds 9700 bird species no fewer than 3600 (39%) occur in
the non-Caribbean Neotropics (16% of the planet’s land area) (Wege and Long 1995).
290 of this species were, in 1995, considered at risk of extinction (Wege and Long 1995).
Due to a range of anthropogenic disturbances: timber extraction, clearing for agriculture,
drainage of wetland, mining and other disturbances. Pristine habitats are becoming
increasingly fragmented and disturbed. There is therefore increasing urgency to do
something to halt or slow down the loss of species. One important task is to gain as much
information as possible about the organisms dwelling in the remaining undisturbed areas
for the neo-Tropics. The bird studies in the University of Glasgow Ecuador Expedition
2006 were an attempt to build on information gathered subsequent to 2000 from three
pristine sites in Ecuadorian Amazonia.
Ecuador
Ecuador has around 1530 resident and migrant bird species ( Ortiz and Carrion, 1991). Of
these c.37 are endemic, 160 have restricted ranges, 6 are classified as critical, 13 as
endangered, 43 as vulnerable, 46 as near threatened, and 3 as data deficient.
(Strattersfield et al, 1998; BirdLife International 2000). Endemic Bird Areas (EBSs) have
been identified by mapping the distributions of birds which have had, in historical times,
8

term financial support. Darwin has initiated an eco-tourism business which aims to show
tourists the beauty of the area, with minimal disturbance to the surrounding environment
as a means of generating sustainable income for the community.
The avian group aimed to continue the survey of the reserve that had taken place in
previous expeditions in order to gain as complete a species list as possible.
The anthropological group aimed to build up personal contacts with Payamino and Verde
Sumaco communities, in order to create a cooperative link through which future
expedition members can build upon. Observations were made about the communities’
ways of living, their economics and what contemporary problems they face.
The language group taught English lessons, using both English and Spanish to
communicate with the younger members of the community.
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Introduction

Rio Payamino

The 2006 Expedition to Ecuador was the sixth such research trip organised by the
University of Glasgow Exploration Society. Students from various subjects and at various
stages of their university career took part in a programme of ecological, anthropological
and community work.
Due to unforeseen circumstances 3 of the original members were absent for the
expedition. This reduced the expedition to 9 student members along with supervisor Dr
Stewart White. As a result, our expedition decided to concentrate on ornithological,
language teaching and anthropological research.
The expedition spent four days in Quito organizing necessities before traveling to the
field site in the Sumaco region of Ecuadorian Amazonia, close to the town of Coca. The
first research site at San Jose was where the anthropological group and the language
group were based for 3 weeks. The ornithological group was based here for 2 weeks,
before moving further up river for one week and finally meeting up with the rest of the
group in the final research site in Verde Sumaco.
Our principle contact Darwin Garcia who acted as representative of the Payamino
Community of the Sumaco Reserve. Having a good comprehension of the English
language, being fluent in Spanish and Quechua and being in possession of a teaching
degree, he was the ideal member to act as the communicator between expedition
members and local community members, who often only spoke Quechua.
The Payamino community has refused offers from oil companies wanting to use the
resources, and have instead signed an agreement with Aalborg Zoo in Denmark for long
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San Jose accommodation

Bigay accommodation

Verde Sumaco accommodation
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Map of Ecuador, showing Quito, where we flew in, and the circled region of the Rio Napo, where are
research sites were located.
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